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Abstract (en)
A pression button of a type comprising a female portion (2) including an active female element (7) having a seat (11) for engagement in an annular
groove (17) of an active male element (14) comprises moreover a male portion (3) having an active male element (14) and a clamping element
(19) including a contoured annular body (20) for clamping to an under-head portion of the active male element (14). In an assembled condition, the
male portion (3) of the button (13) has an outward turned portion of the contoured annular body (20) engaged in a groove formed on an under-head
portion of the active male element (14) with an interposition of a fabric flap portion, thereby, owing to a large extension of this fabric flap portion,
provided by an arch coupling of the outward turned portion and groove, the button (13) male portion (3) is efficiently clamped to the fabric flap, even
if an active male element (14) including a small size head is used. With respect to prior pression buttons, the inventive button has the advantage
that the male portion thereof preserves its designing dimension, and is not affected by any efforts for applying it to the fabric. Moreover, the inventive
button advantageously has a pleasant aesthetic aspect owing to its small size and simple and essential pattern of the exposed to the view male
element part.
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